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Two mammalian mitochondrial transcription factors (TFB1M and TFB2M) share homology with universally
expressed dimethyltransferases that modify conserved adenines in the small ribosomal subunit rRNA.
Work in this issue (Metodiev et al., 2009) shows that loss of TFB1M abolishes mitochondrial ribosome
assembly without affecting mitochondrial transcription.
Mammalian mitochondria have retained
a small genome, a remnant from their
a-proteobacterial ancestor, that codes
for a handful of essential proteins in the
respiratory chain, and for the tRNAs and
rRNAs necessary for their translation.
The factors necessary for the maintenance and expression of these mitochondrially encoded genes are encoded
in the nucleus and must be imported into
the mitochondria. Belying their bacterial
origins, some of these proteins, including
the RNA polymerase (POLRMT) responsible for transcribing the mitochondrially
encoded genes, clearly trace back to
bacteriophage ancestors (Shutt and
Gray, 2006).
But while the phage enzyme can work
on its own, this is not so for the mitochondrial polymerase. It requires a couple of
additional transcription factors. The first
of these to be identified, called TFAM,
belongs to the family of high-mobility
group box proteins and works by binding
to specific sequences upstream of the
mitochondrial promoters, presumably
altering DNA topology (Fisher and Clayton,
1985). The other factors, called TFB1M
and TFB2M, belong to a completely
different protein family and were identified
by homology to the only known mitochondrial transcription factor in yeast (Falkenberg et al., 2002). They heterodimerize
with POLRMT, and faithful transcription
from mitochondrial promoters can be
reconstituted in vitro with only POLRMT,
TFAM, and either TFBM factor (Falkenberg et al., 2002). What was unexpected
was the discovery that both TFB1M
and TFB2M share significant homology
with a dimethyltransferase that is highly
conserved in all three domains of life
(archea, eubacteria, and eukaryotes) and

that is responsible for dimethylating two
conserved adenine residues at the
extreme 30 end of the 12S rRNA in the small
ribosomal subunit. This observation suggested that the mammalian proteins could
be bifunctional, with roles in both mitochondrial transcription and translation
(Shadel, 2008). If so, it might provide
a mechanism to ensure a balance between
the synthesis of mitochondrial mRNAs on
the one hand and the availability of the
translational machinery on the other.
The activity of one the factors,TFB1M,
has also been suggested to modify the
expression of a maternally inherited form
of nonsyndromic or aminoglycosideinduced deafness caused by an A1555G
mutation in the 12S rRNA, as a polymorphism that maps near the TF1BM gene
is associated with reduced penetrance
of the deafness phenotype (Bykhovskaya
et al., 2004).
But why have two of these proteins?
Does one play a role in transcription and
the other in translation, or do they have
overlapping functions? To resolve this
issue, Larsson and coworkers knocked
out the TFB1M gene in the mouse (Metodiev et al., 2009). Because a germline
knockout was embryonic lethal, to study
the gene’s physiological function they
used Cre-lox technology to create a mouse
with a heart- and skeletal muscle-specific
TFB1M deletion. These animals survived,
but all developed a cardiomyopathy and
died before 24 weeks of age. There was
a progressive decline in respiratory chain
activity and assembly of the respiratory
chain complexes in their hearts and an
increase in mitochondrial mass, a typical
response to respiratory chain dysfunction
in patients with mitochondrial disease.
Surprisingly, the complete loss of TFB1M

had little effect on the steady-state levels
of mitochondrial transcripts, and in fact
a substantial increase in de novo transcription could be detected in an in vitro
assay in isolated mitochondria. Further
in vitro experiments supported the lack of
transcriptional initiation activity of TFB1M,
and confirmed the previous finding that
TFB2M is several orders of magnitude
more active in promoting transcription
from mitochondrial promoters (Falkenberg et al., 2002). In contrast, the loss of
TFB1M abolished mitochondrial translation in heart mitochondria, and this correlated with a complete loss of dimethylation
of the adenines in the 12s rRNA, a
decrease in the steady-state level of small
subunit ribosomal proteins, and impaired
stability of the small ribosomal subunit.
These results quite clearly demonstrate
that the TFBM factors have independent,
nonoverlapping functions in vivo: TFB1M
acts as a nonredundant dimethyltransferase to modify the 12s rRNA, which leaves
TFB2M with an essential role as a transcriptional activator.
While this study clarifies the independent functions of TFB1M and TFB2M, it
leaves open the question of why dimethylation of the adenine residues on the
12S rRNA by TFB1M is so important
to mammalian mitochondrial ribosome
biogenesis, while the deletion of the bacterial homologue (KsgA), which prevents
modification of the diadenine residues on
the 16S rRNA, is almost without effect (Xu
et al., 2008). It also does not address the
mechanism for destabilization of the small
ribosomal subunit. In bacteria, translation
initiation starts with the recruitment of the
initiation factors, mRNA, and the f-met initiator tRNA on the small ribosomal subunit;
and ends with recruitment of the large
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ribosomal subunit. It has been
its methyltransferase activity,
speculated that modification of
but because of its pre-18S
the bacterial 16S rRNA acts as
rRNA processing activity (Lafona checkpoint, controlling recruittaine et al., 1998). Could TBF1M
ment of mature, fully assembled
have an essential function in
small ribosomal subunits into the
mammalian cells other than as
translation cycle (Xu et al., 2008).
a mitochondrial dimethyltransAlthough the translational
ferase?
apparatus in mitochondria resembles that in prokaryotes, one
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